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Natural soap production from Carinthia, Austria
using traditional recipes
Our handmade plant-oil soaps are only made from high-quality plant oils and plant-fats.
Glycerin, which is pleasant for the skin, remains in the soap where it acts as moisturizer and
protects the skin from drying out. In industrially produced soaps glycerin will be withdrawn and
instead other chemical additives are mixed into the soap.

Our natural soap is free from synthetic foaming agents, preservatives or other chemical
additives. Therefore, the soap is much gentler to the skin than industrially produced soaps. In
addition, our final natural soap product includes a proportion of free, unsaponified oils, which
generate a moisturizing eﬀect. As perfumes we mainly use essential oils or perfume oils,
which are specially approved oils for soap boiling.

Each soap bar is handmade and unique, therefore small deviations in shape and colour are
possible. Each bar matures at least 4-6 weeks before it is sold.
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Alexandra Polster, Seifenstueck.at and her „Seifenfieber“
Passion doesn’t start without impact that kindles enthusiasm. Alexandra Polster`s personal
experiences sparked her interest in soaps, which led to her
first experiments with soap. As a result she felt the need to
learn more about soap making and subsequently she
decided to become a professional soap boiler. After
finishing a course on soap boiling at the WIFI Klagenfurt in
2012, she was entitled to register her own business and
work as a traditional soap maker. This step in her career
really excited her and nowadays Ms Polster still works with the same passion and enthusiasm
that she felt when she first discovered soap boiling.

Since 2013 she has been working as a professional soap boiler in her own manufacture
in Klagenfurt. An important aspect for her work is the combination of traditional
craftsmanship and new, modern ideas. Furthermore, she loves sharing her passion in regular
workshops. With advanced announcement visitors are always welcome in the manufacture.
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All our soaps are handmade, vegan and free from palm oil.
Exception: Soap from ostrich’s fat is free from palm oil but not vegan.
Additionally, we produce soaps with company logos or soaps for certain topics (for
example Hirter Beer Soap, Wörthersee Soap). Our repertoire also includes giveaways for
weddings and other special occasions.
All our soaps are produced in Austria.

Wörthersee Soap
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Our classics

Little rosemary
A play of rosemary and lovely lime: United through the heavy
smell of patchouli both scents wonderfully compliment each
other – this creates a fragrance that might remind one of past
Mediterranean holidays.
Little Rosemary is handmade with love.

Lavender soap
The scent of lavender is enchanting and has a relaxing eﬀect.
It’s a soothing soap that nurtures the skin every day.
Scent: essential lavender oil, patchouli
Ingredients: Olive oil, coconut oil, babassu oil, shea butter,

Arolla pine meets lemon
A trace of the Nock Mountains is added to this soap by
including real Carinthian arolla pine oil. Mixing arolla pine and
lemon creates a special scent. Arolla pine has a calming eﬀect
while the scent of lemon is activating. You can literally smell
the mountains.
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Alpha male hemp seed oil
This soap makes a good morning. Mint, cinnamon and rustic
spruce give the soap an additional smell of freshness that
lingers on the skin. It’s a vitalizing shower soap that is ideal
for a dynamic start into the day. This soap is perfect for hot
summer days.
Scent: essential mint oil, cinnamon, spruce
Ingredients: Olive oil, coconut oil, organic hemp seed oil,
shea butter, sea algae

Limoncello and lemon
Using this soap is a special experience – poppy seeds create
a peeling while lemon adds the feeling of freshness. All our
soaps are handmade.
Scent: essential lemon oil
Ingredients: Olive oil, coconut oil, rape seed oil, coconut milk
and poppy seed

Soap from ostrich’s fat
Our soap from ostrich’s fat is naturally soothing and a mixture
of vanilla, cloves and cedar. Next to its earthy as well as
sweet fragrance is ostrich’s fat known for its positive eﬀects
for skin and hair. Therefore, it is valued as a natural care
product.
Ingredients: Ostrich’s fat, olive oil, coconut oil, shea butter,
cocoa butter and essential oils
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